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Abstract. A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of distributed sen-
sors for monitoring network status and recording data, which is playing
a major role in Internet of Things (IoT). This type of wireless network is
driven by the availability of inexpensive and low-powered components.
However, WSN is vulnerable to many kinds of attacks like Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) due to its dispersed structure and unreliable
transmission. In the literature, constructing a suitable distributed pack-
et filter is a promising solution to help mitigate unwanted traffic. While
how to ensure the integrity of exchanged data is a challenge as malicious
internal node can share manipulated data to degrade the effectiveness
of filtration. In this work, we design a blockchain-based blacklist pack-
et filter with collaborative intrusion detection that can be deployed in
WSNs. The blockchain technology is used to help build a robust black-
list for reducing unwanted traffic. In the evaluation, we investigate the
performance of our filter with a real dataset and in a practical WSN en-
vironment. The results demonstrate that our proposed filter can enhance
the robustness of blacklist generation.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Distributed Denial-of-Service At-
tack, Blockchain Technology, Network Security, Packet Filtration.

1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is usually composed of distributed autonomous
devices with sensors to monitor environmental conditions in a collaborated man-
ner. It can be considered as the backbone of Internet of Things (IoT) environ-
ment, by transmitting data and offering access points for connection [31]. Each
WSN node is typically equipped with a radio transceiver or some kind of wireless
communication device, e.g., a small microcontroller [20]. WSN has been applied
in many fields such as intelligent transportation [22], smart city [37], agricul-
ture [39] and so on. The global industrial WSN market size was expected to
reach 94.21 billion USD by the end of 2025 [1].
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The relatively simple functioning makes WSNs easy to implement, but due to
the unreliable transmission and the distributed structure, WSN is vulnerable to
many attacks such as Sybil attack [25], spoofing attack, betrayal attack [34], and
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks [19]. For example, DDoS attacks
can quickly consume the energy of WSN nodes and disrupt the normal functions
provided by these sensor nodes [5, 10].

To mitigate these potential risks, intrusion detection system (IDS) is a basic
and important security mechanism [17]. Basically, an IDS can be categorized as
rule-based detection and anomaly-based detection. The former needs to make a
signature matching between the current events and the signature database. The
latter needs to build a normal profile and then to compare it with current profile.
To fit the distributed network structure, distributed and collaborative intrusion
detection has been deployed, which can enhance the detection performance by
allowing different detection nodes exchanging required data and information [24,
34]. However, due to the resource constraint, many existing security solutions are
unsuitable for WSNs. Thus, more lightweight intrusion detection is demanded
for protecting WSNs.

Motivation and Contributions. In the literature, constructing an appro-
priate packet filter (deployed with a detector) is a promising solution for WSNs
to reduce unwanted traffic. For instance, Meng et al. [33] introduced a trusted
packet filter in a distributed environments, which can build a blacklist via trust
management. However, cyber attackers may have a chance to share misleading
information by compromising one or more internal nodes. It is a big challenge
on how to secure the integrity of shared data.

For this issue, blockchain technology is a potential solution that can help
build a shared and immutable ledger. In this work, we aim to design a blockchain-
based blacklist packet filter based on some prior work [29, 32], which can reduce
unwanted traffic under attacks. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

– We introduce a blockchain-based blacklist packet filter, which consists of a
blacklist packet filter, a monitor engine and a collaboration component. It
can be integrated with collaborative intrusion detection and help refine traffic
for WSN nodes. The blacklist generation is based on a weighted ratio-based
statistical method.

– The use of blockchain aims to help establish a communication among differ-
ent nodes without a trusted third party, as well as protect the integrity of
shared data that would be used for building a robust blackslist.

– We evaluate the performance of our designed packet filter with a real dataset
and in a real WSN under DDoS attack (external attack) and betrayal attack
(insider attack). The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and
robustness of our filter to reduce unwanted traffic in hostile conditions.

The remaining parts are structured as follows. We introduce the design of
blockchain-based blacklist packet filter including its major components in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 investigates the performance of our packet filter under attacks
and analyzes the experimental results. Section 4 introduces related research s-
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tudies on intrusion detection in WSNs and packet filter construction. Section 5
concludes our work.

2 Our Approach

This section briefly introduces the background on blockchain technology and
details our proposed blockchain-based blacklist packet filter.

2.1 Blockchain Background

With the popularity of bitcoin, blockchain technology has received much atten-
tion from both academia and industry. Such technology can be used for moni-
toring public health data, tracking donation, securing supply chains and more.
The blockchain market surpassed 488 million USD in 2018 and was expected to
climb to over 39 billion USD by 2025 [2].

Generally, blockchain can be considered as an open, distributed ledger that
can record transactions among parties in a verifiable and efficient way. The
blockchain structure contains a list of blocks with two major data items: a point-
er that records the location information of next block, and data organized in an
order. The first block, called Genesis block, is the first record in the blockchain.
Each block includes a number of different transactions, previous block hash,
timestamp and transaction root [35]. Due the benefits provided by blockchain,
it has been applied in may fields, such as healthcare industry [7], intrusion de-
tection [36], intelligent transportation [16] and more.

There are three main types of blockchain: a) public blockchain indicates that
the data and access to the system is available to anyone like Ethereum [3], b)
private blockchain indicates that the data and access is given by users from a
specific organization or authorized users like Hyperledger [4], and c) consortium
blockchain indicates the data and access is given by preliminary assigned users.
To add a block to the chain, a consensus algorithm is often pre-agreed among all
participants. If each node verifies the block and checks whether the information
is correct, then the block is added to the chain.

2.2 Blockchain-based Blacklist Packet Filter

Packet filtration is a promising solution to protect WSN nodes, while how to
ensure the shared data is still a challenge on constructing an effective distributed
packet filter. In this work, we focus on a type of blacklist packet filter from prior
work [29, 32, 33] due to its lightweight computation. Motivated by the benefits
of blockchain technology, we develop a blockchain-based blacklist packet filter
that can be robust to data tempering. Figure 1 depicts the high-level structure
of our proposed packet filter, including three major components: collaboration
component, trust management component and blacklist packet filter.
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Fig. 1. The high-level review of blockchain structure.

– Collaboration component. This component is responsible for connecting with
other IDS nodes and gathering the required information for computing the
IP reputation and generating the blacklist. For the local IDS, the trust man-
agement component can send a request to this component and exchange the
information with target nodes.

– Trust management component. This component is a key component with
the purpose of generating the blacklist based on the collected information.
It has to calculate the IP reputation and update the list regularly. In a CIDS
environment, this component can request the data from target nodes.

– Blacklist packet filter. This component is mainly used to reduce traffic based
on the IP reputation. It includes two parts: a blacklist and a look-up ta-
ble. The former contains all blacklisted IP addresses (for unwanted packet
reduction), and the latter indexes all IDS signatures by the blacklisted IP
addresses (for process acceleration).

Filter workflow. The incoming traffic should first reach the blacklist packet filter.
If the IP address of the packet matches one in the blacklist, then the filter will
further compare the payload of this packet with the signatures in its look-up
table (contains all active IDS signatures).

– If a match is identified, then the blacklist packet filter can block this packet
and generate an alert. Meanwhile, a short message will be sent to the monitor
engine, reporting the IP address as malicious.

– On the other hand, if the payload of the packet does not match any signa-
tures, then this packet will be sent to the internal network directly.

WSN with collaborative intrusion detection. In such WSN, CIDSs are used to
protect the security of sensor nodes. Similar to a cluster head, each CIDS man-
ages the blacklist packet filter for several WSNs (as shown in Figure 1). Each
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CIDS can exchange information with other nodes in order to collect required
information for computing IP reputation and generating the blacklist.

Weighted Ratio-based blacklist generation. The blacklist-based packet filter uses
a weighted ratio-based method to compute the IP reputation as shown in Equ.
(1), where i represents the total number of good packets, k represents the total
number of bad packets and W is the weight value.

IP reputation =
i∑k

1 W × k
(i, k ∈ N) (1)

Blockchain layer. To ensure the integrity of shared data, a consortium blockchain
is used to identify malicious data provided by CIDS nodes. CIDS nodes would
only accept the data / information that has been verified by chain nodes. Thus,
the blockchain can be only expanded if the majority of nodes have agreed that
the received data is trustful.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we conduct two experiments to investigate the performance of our
proposed blacklist-based packet filter. The consortium blockchain was deployed
in a mid-end computer with Intel(R) Core (TM)i6, CPU 2.5GHz with 500 GB
storage. There is a need for 2/3 nodes in the network to sign a block to be
appended to the blockchain.

– Experiment-1. We use a real dataset captured from a honeynet environment
(with five-day data) to explore the reduced time consumption between our
filter and the original one.

– Experiment-2. We collaborated with an IT organization and investigate the
filter performance under adversarial WSN scenarios with DDoS attack and
betrayal attack.

To facilitate the comparison with previous work [29, 32], we set the threshold
as 1, the weight value as 10, and the update time was 5 seconds (which allows
the blacklist packet filter to complete all required operations regarding blacklist
generation and updating).

3.1 Experiment-1

We constructed a real dataset captured from a Honeynet project (https://www.
honeynet.org/tag/hong-kong/) with the base rate [6] of around 0.003937. It
consists of five-day incoming network traffic (denote as DAY1, DAY2, DAY3,
DAY4 and DAY5 ), with around 4-6 million packets each day [32]. The pack-
ets in the dataset were labeled as either normal or attack by means of expert
knowledge.
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Table 1. The reduced time consumption between the original blacklist packet filter
and our proposed filter.

Week Day (Original Filter - normal) DAY1 DAY2 DAY3 DAY4 DAY5

Reduction rate (%) 24.61 28.65 30.42 22.56 32.32

Week Day (Original Filter - attack) DAY1 DAY2 DAY3 DAY4 DAY5

Reduction rate (%) 24.61 28.65 26.56 17.83 26.37

Week Day (Our Filter - attack) DAY1 DAY2 DAY3 DAY4 DAY5

Reduction rate (%) 24.61 28.65 30.42 22.56 32.32

To explore the performance between the original filter and our proposed
filter, we manipulated some false data in DAY3, DAY4 and DAY5 to influence
the blacklist generation. Table 1 shows the reduced time consumption between
the original filter and our proposed filter under normal and attack conditions.
It is found that our proposed packet filter would not affect the performance of
the original one (DAY1 and DAY2 ), but can enhance its security under attack
condition (from DAY3 to DAY5 ). For example, due to the attack, the original
filter had an obvious decrease of filtration rate from DAY3 to DAY5, compared
to the normal performance. By contrast, our proposed filter can be robust to
such type of attack thanks to the usage of blockchain (i.e., malicious data would
be rejected if major nodes does not accept it).

3.2 Experiment-2

To investigate the practical performance of our proposed filter, we worked with
an IT organization (in Southern China) and conducted an experiment in a WSN
environment with 35 CIDS nodes. We particularly launched two attacks: DDoS
(flooding attack) and betrayal attack (where a trusted internal node becomes
malicious), and observed the impact on both the network and our filter. The
former aims to decrease the bandwidth while the latter aims to degrade the
effectiveness of blacklist by sending false data.

The experiment was repeat three times and we adopted two metrics: aver-
age false positive rate (AFR) and average false negative rate (AFN), which are
average values of false positives and false negatives.

Table 2. The average false positive rate (AFR) and average false negative rate (AFN)
regarding the generation of blacklist.

Metric Original Filter Our Filter

AFP (%) 16.4 6.32

AFN (%) 18.6 7.83

Table 2 shows that under adversarial conditions, the original filter would
suffer a high false rate of generating blacklist (with AFP 16.4% and AFN 18.6%).
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Especially, the insider attack can cause a high false negative rate, so that the
filter is ineffective in reducing unwanted traffic. In comparison, our proposed
filter could reach an AFP of 6.32% and an AFN of 7.83%, demonstrating that
our filter can enhance the security of blacklist generation. This is because the
blockchain technology can help secure the integrity and authenticity of shared
data. The malicious input would be rejected due to the consensus process among
all CIDS nodes.
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Fig. 2. The impact of flooding DDoS attacks on the network bandwidth between our
filter and the original filter.

Figure 2 depicts the impact of flood DDoS attacks on the network band-
width between the original filter and our filter, using the tool (https://www.
netscantools.com/nstpro_packet_generator.html). It is observed that the
bandwidth had a clear decrease under the original filter, i.e., the bandwidth de-
creased to below 1 when the packet-in arrival rate reached 2400 packets/s. In
contrast, our filter could be robust against malicious input and protect the black-
list generation via the blockchain technology. Under our filter, the bandwidth
could be maintained at around 1.7. The experimental results overall demonstrate
the viability and effectiveness of our proposed filter.

3.3 Discussion

The use of blockchain in constructing a packet filter is not new in the literature.
For instance, Kolokotronis et al. [21] proposed a collaborative trust-based packet
filter, in which the trust calculation engine continuously updates the blacklist
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by collecting alerts from the detector and side information from the CIDS peers.
However, they did not show any experimental results on the filter performance. In
this work, we detail the design of our blockchain-based packet filter and analyze
its performance with a real dataset and in a real WSN environment. Below are
some open challenges that can be addressed in our future work.

– Blockchain platform. In our current work, we only use a demo blockchain sys-
tem to realize our filter and explore its performance. In future work, we plan
to consider a real blockchain platform such as Ethereum and Hyperledger
and validate the performance.

– Security threats and attacks. In this work, we explore the filter performance
under DDoS attack and betrayal attack. The results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of blockchain-based approach, while some other attacks could be
considered in future, including advanced insider attacks such as fingerprint-
ing attack [26].

– Communication workload. The blockchain can bring many benefits in pro-
tecting the data integrity, but it may also cause more delay and overhead
during the consensus process (depending on the consensus algorithms). This
is an important topic in our future studies.

– Trust management in blacklist generation. How to build trust is very im-
portant to generate a robust blacklist that can be used in the packet filter.
In this work, we adopt a weighted ratio-based blacklist generation method,
which can provide a false rate around 7-9% in the real WSN environment. In
future, we plan to consider other trust management models (e.g., Bayesian
model [31]) and investigate the filtration performance.

4 Related Work

This section introduces related research work regarding intrusion detection in
WSNs and the construction of software or hardware-based packet filter.

4.1 Intrusion Detection in WSNs

To protect WSNs from security threats, intrusion detection has been widely
studied. Chen et al. [12] focused on the security of WSNs and introduced a
protocol to construct a trust framework model called ETSN. The trust value
relies on different events of a sensor node in WSNs, and would be distributed
based on the radio range of the sensor. Wang et al. [41] introduced IDMTM
- Intrusion Detection Mechanism based on the Trust Model, which could help
detect malicious nodes by collecting evidence from locally and the neighboring
nodes. Dang et al. [13] introduced a Trusted Intrusion Detection System (TIDS)
with double cluster heads and many cluster members for WSNs. There are a
kind of monitoring nodes that are responsible for collecting the information
and evaluating the credibility of cluster nodes. Han et al. [15] aimed to design
a low-consumption IDS to detect malicious attacks for WSNs, based on game
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theory and an autoregressive model. It could consider energy consumption during
detection process and select a balanced strategy between detection efficiency and
cost. Bai et al. [9] presented a detection algorithm based on the changing rates
of multiple attributes (CRMA), which can detect multiple attacks. The CRMA
values could be calculated by minimizing the weighted deviation via convex
optimization. If the deviation of Observed Change Rate exceeds the threshold,
then an alarm can be made.

Trust management is an important solution to build a trust-based collabo-
rative intrusion detection system (CIDS) for WSNs and distributed networks.
For instance, Li et al. [24, 25] designed a intrusion sensitivity-based CIDS and
assigned the value via machine learning classifiers. The use of intrusion sensi-
tivity can enhance the detection accuracy of malicious nodes. Ma et al. [27, 28]
proposed a Distributed Consensus based Trust Model (DCONST), which could
detect multiple-mix-attacks and evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes by sharing
certain information called cognition. More related work on WSN-related IDSs
can refer to a survey [11].

4.2 Packet Filtration

Due to the computing resource and energy constrains, many existing security
mechanisms are not suitable for WSNs. Thus, constructing a packet filter is a
lightweight security solution to reduce malicious or unwanted traffic. Meng and
Kwok [29, 32] introduced a context-aware blacklist packet filter, which generated
the blacklist using a weighted ratio-based approach. The results demonstrated
that the filter could be effective to reduce the IDS burden in processing network
packets without affecting the whole security level. Then they introduced a list
packet filter using both whitelist and blacklist technique. Meng et al. [33] pro-
posed a collaborative trust-based packet filter that could achieve robust trust
computation and effectively reduce unwanted traffic. They defined a metric of
overall IP confidence to represent the overall trustworthiness of an IP source.
Trabelsi et al. [40] designed a hybrid mechanism based on both splay tree filters
and pattern-matching algorithms to enhance IDS packet filtering, allowing early
packet rejection or acceptance.

In addition to software-based packet filtration, many research focuses on
hardware-assisted packet filtration. Sourdis et al. [38] selected only a small
portion from each IDS rule to be matched in the pre-filtering step and then
built a hardware-based pre-filtering solution with multiple processing engines.
Leogrande et al. [23] pointed out that existing filtering expressions is too complex
and introduced pFSA, which used finite state automata to ensure the optimal
number of checks on the packets without sacrificing filtration time. Fiessler et
al. [18] identified that complex rules requiring software-based processing may be
interleaved at arbitrary positions and introduced HyPaFilter+, a hybrid classi-
fication system with an FPGA-based hardware matcher to reach a simple but
effective hardware and software packet filtration. Durante et al. [14] introduced
a formal model for networks including multiple cascaded firewalls, which can
enable the transfer of a set of rules from a firewall to its downstream neighbors
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when the changes in the input traffic profile. The transformation algorithm can
preserve the security integrity of the network while moving rules between cas-
caded firewalls, allowing tangible performance improvements in terms of packet
processing rate for a given traffic profile.

While for distributed packet filtration, how to ensure the authenticity and
integrity of shared data is a challenge, which motivates our work in designing a
blockchain-based blacklist packet filter.

5 Conclusion

WSN is an important part of IoT environments, which can be used to monitor
the environmental status and changes. While WSN is vulnerable to various at-
tacks like DDoS attacks. To mitigate the unwanted traffic, this work proposes
a blockchain-based blacklist packet filter. The use of blockchain technology is
motivated by its capability of ensuring data integrity, and the use of blacklist is
due to its wide adoption in practice. In the evaluation, we investigate the per-
formance of our filter with a real dataset and in a practical WSN environment
under DDoS attack and betrayal attack. It is found that, as compared with the
original filter, our proposed filter can be more robust against malicious input
and protect the blacklist generation process.
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